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Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, On Scope (Main Market Ed.), Jack
Coughlin, Donald A. Davis, Spain is on the brink of economic collapse and European banks demand
that any bailout be linked to harsh domestic changes. An alliance of Islamic bankers counters this
with a rescue package containing no conditions at all. But behind this simple solution is an
underlying goal: to break the unity of Europe and put Madrid on the path back to Islamic rule.
When the US stridently opposes the deal, terrorists storm the American consulate in Barcelona and
slaughter an entire six-man US Marine security guard. In response, Washington unleashes black ops
team Task Force Trident to take down those responsible for the attack, and Gunnery Sergeant Kyle
Swanson, one of the world's best snipers, is called in. Meanwhile, Algerian mastermind Yanis
Rebiane puts pressure on Spain to make a decision, while his killing-machine son, Djahid, roams the
US, murdering anyone his father deems a threat to the radical takeover scheme .Once Swanson's
name is unearthed from secret files, Kyle and Djahid become mortal enemies. One shot will decide
the future of Spain, NATO and the EU.
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Da lton Mer tz
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent read. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. You wont sense
monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogs are for about when you ask me).
-- Pr of. Ma ur icio Howe III
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